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Penny Hanover had everything a girl in 1892 could want; a good job, a handsome man, and a ring

as a promise. A normal night at the sweet shop turns terrifying as a gunman and a single shot rips

her world apart. Penny wakes to find she canâ€™t remember that dayâ€¦or the love of her life.Josiah

Williams has a big secret and the residents of Cutterâ€™s Creek love to speculate. When Josiah is

accused of shooting his beloved, he can only do his best to finish the job heâ€™s started and try to

win his Penny back. He wants her to regain her memory and return to the woman she was, with his

ring on her finger. But, is that too much to ask?
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I enjoyed a return to Cutterâ€™s Creek and each of these stories read as a standalone but may

have characters from previous stories. This story is about Penny Hanover and Josiah Williams and

issues that nearly ruin their relationship. There are secrets, but sometimes secrets must be kept to

protect others and yet, at times those secrets could cost the lives of someone you love dearly.

Josiah Williams has secrets, but he must maintain those secrets to keep people safe. When a man



comes into the shop Penny works at and pulls a gun; Penny is shot and nearly dies. She is

unconscious for days, and when she wakes up, she is missing vital pieces of her memory and that

night in question, but even more frightening, she doesnâ€™t remember Josiah. Josiah is accused of

shooting her and in jail while Penny is in the doctorâ€™s office. Will her memory return and was

Josiah the shooter? What are the mysterious transports that Josiah goes on? Is he her hero or

villain?The plot of the story is full of angst, anger, misunderstandings, hurt feelings, and mistrust.

Little things will be said and set people off on a tangent. No matter how confusing things get, when

turning to God and asking for His guidance, the way is made clear. There is a great cast of

characters, a unique situation, and when it is all out in the open, a clearer understanding. There is

nothing wrong with doing something honorable, especially when it is done for the right reason.

Penny had everything she could want â€“ a good job and a fiancÃ©e â€“ however tragedy struck

crushing the picture perfect life she created. As if getting shot at work and finding out your fiancÃ©e

is to blame is the worst of it, Penny doesnâ€™t remember anything about the day it happened or the

love of her life.Josiah holds a big secret which caused his precious Penny to get shot. He holds out

hope that she will wake up and tell the sheriff the truth â€“ that he didnâ€™t shoot her. He must finish

the job that he started and figure out how to tell Penny the truth and hope that she understands his

secret and will stand by him when she finds out.The premise of the story is full of

misunderstandings, secrets, and anger mixed in with love and compassion. This book has a great

set of characters that has their own unique problems and secrets. It shows that there is nothing

wrong with doing something for the right reason even if others might see it as dishonorable or

secretive.I enjoyed reading this book by the author with the clean and true to life story that she

created. The book can be read as a standalone without feeling that you are missing something from

not reading the other books in the series. This story was heartfelt and a truly unique story.

This is a story with a lot going on and the main characters who are to be married are at a stand still

in their up coming marriage. Penny Hanover works with Mable who is Josiah Williams her future

husband's aunt. Around closing time one night after Josiah comes to take Penny home a man

comes in to shoot Josiah and points a gun at him and another hits his arm and the bullet strikes

Penny. You will enjoy this story especially if you have been reading the other Cutter Creek books.

Author Kari Trumbo always tells a story that is detailed, intriguing and heart felt. A Penny Shines is

a wonderful story about Penny and Josiah and what happens to their love due to an unfortunate



incident. From the first page of this book, I was drawn into the story and could not put this book

down. Kari Trumbo has a way of making the reader feel as if you are right there in the action of the

story. The characters are well developed and the story line is amazing. Great read.

I so love this entire series ! I also am pleased to be introduced to some Authors that I had not been

acquainted to and some ' Old Friends ' that I've missed ... I so hope that there is a possibility that

more books will be written about " Cutter's Creek " & " The Little Red Chapel " ; but I've enjoyed the

trip to the little town in Montana and the love, mystery -intrigue â€¦the entire myriad of emotions that

are played out in these books â€¦ Thank You , MBS !!

I received a copy of this book in exchange for an honest review. This book started out with a twist I

wasn't expecting and kept me entertained and reading until the end. I enjoyed the voices of the

characters and the plot twists. This was a wonderful sweet read.

I enjoyed their storyline. There was so much going on, which I found very interesting. I would enjoy

adding some people of color with a little more of a story within a story. Just great storytellers all

around. July can't get here fast enough.

Again this short story needed more to fulfill my satisfaction . It was very easy to figure the outcome .

I was surprised to find out about the troubled conditions of black people in the late 1800s.
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